Northeast Aviation Leadership Workshop™
October 8—10, 2019
Tools to develop more effective supervisors and managers in the
challenging aviation business
Leading an aviation team or department presents challenges that many other leaders do not face. A company’s
clients and customers rely on them not only for good service, but also for their safety. There is often little or no
room for error which demands effective leadership at all levels.
We define leadership as “Getting things done through people.” More than any other industry we find that
any position in an aviation operation can have leadership responsibilities. Therefore although we have
developed this workshop for supervisors and managers, it benefits everyone in an aviation operation.
It’s common to move someone to a supervisory or management role based on their technical expertise,
but leading people requires a different skillset. The Daedalus Group has developed this program to help
supervisors and managers develop those essential skills.
The Northeast Aviation Leadership Workshop™ provides supervisors and managers with tools,
techniques, and skills that will help them create more cohesive, efficient, and productive teams.
Who should attend this workshop?
The workshop benefits both new and experienced leaders. Whether a maintenance professional, a
captain, a dispatcher, or anyone else in the company, each individual has the potential to exercise
leadership in their current role, but even more important, this workshop will give them tools to increase
their potential to be the future leaders in the industry.
This isn't a lecture!
During the workshop, participants will be fully engaged in lively discussions. This workshop isn’t just the
latest whiz-bang leadership theory leaving participants wondering how to apply what they hear.
Exercises and discussions are designed to help participants consider how to apply what they are learning
to their own situation. They will develop concrete actionable information, a boost of confidence in their
ability to lead, and an action plan to implement what they’ve learned. The confidence they gain is
palpable and will lay the foundation for better teamwork and increased productivity.

"Outstanding course. Perfect course to take to help develop effective goals. Facilitators enthusiasm and professional knowledge
made the course.”
Corporate Captain
“Materials were good and discussion was pertinent to my situation. Opened up ideas of what to think about."
Part 141 Pilot School General Manager

Northeast Aviation Leadership Workshop™
Tools to develop more effective supervisors and managers in the
challenging aviation business
All workshop participants receive:


All course material in a comprehensive workbook with individual action plans



Personalized Leadership Styles Profile report



Individual written Personal Leadership Philosophy



Personal development action plan

Planning to Excel™ takes a deep dive into planning and goal setting using a unique model to
make the planning process logical, understandable, and easy to implement. Participants will:






Learn a proven method of planning and
goal setting for their department or team.
Complete draft vision and mission statements for their department or team.
Define challenging goals and objectives.
Develop an implementation and follow-up
plan.
Learn techniques to keep their plan relevant and front-of-mind.

Leadership for Aviation Professionals™ examines leadership techniques and how to apply them to participant's
unique situations in the aviation business. Participants will:











Use the MyHardWired™ Leadership Styles Assessment
to undestand their strengths and blindsides.
Develop a Personal Leadership Philosophy.
Understand and apply appropriate leadership theories.
Learn and apply effective communication strategies.
Analyze team building techniques and challenges.
Understand leadership accountability.
Apply methods to achieve a motivational environment.
Explore methods of enhancing personal knowledge.
Analyze methods to lead and manage change.
And much more.

NBAA PDP Objectives L1 and L2).
NBAA PDP objectives L3 – L5
To register for the Northeast Aviation Leadership Workshop™ go to
https://dleadershipgroup.com/nealw
Planning to Excel™ - October 8, 2019 - $900
Leadership for Aviation Professionals™ - October 9 & 10, 2019 $1350
Register for both workshops and save an additional $100
Westchester Aircraft Maintenance Association members use code WAMA2019 for a 20% discount

Contact Bob Mason for more information :
Bob@dleadershipgroup.com
505.453.5266
www.dleadershipgroup.com

